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ANTONIO PARDO

Contributor to Heavy Rock magazine. Presenter for more than two decades 
of two radio programmes devoted to Extreme Metal: ‘El Día del Señor’ and 
‘La Cábala’ on Radio Vallekas. Director of Qabalah Productions, a record 
label devoted to Death Metal between 1997 and 2003. Drummer in AVULSED 
and FERMENTO. Editor in chief of the Spain Is Different fanzine. Regular 
contributor to such magazines as Rockefort Metal Magazine, Hell Awaits, La 
Oreja Metálica and several Spanish and international fanzines. Contributor 
to the Necromance website.
--------------------------

Back then, Argüelles probably had more bars and dives offering rock and 
metal than any other area of Madrid. There were a few in Vallekas too, but 
I preferred Argüelles. And during my early years as a rocker, there were 
two places that were just legendary, the first Studio Rock and the Lemmy. 
The DJ in Studio Rock was Jesús, one of the members of a heavy metal band 
called LEVIATHAN - I don’t know if they ever managed to record anything. 
I was starting to get into thrash and the heavier and more hectic sounds 
of metal music in those days, and that was the only place you could listen 
to something by VENOM, METALLICA, ANTHRAX or OVERKILL. The Lemmy was more 
into traditional heavy music, but it soon became another firm favourite.

On the other hand, Discoplay was a record shop in a basement on the cor-
ner of Calle San Bernardo and Gran Vía (avenue) where you could pick up 
real gems at amazing prices - always on vinyl or cassette, of course, CDs 
hadn’t been invented yet. It was a place where you could bump into lots of 
people you’d see in Madrid’s rock clubs and every so often you’d end up 
having a few jars with them in the area.

SERGIO GUILLÉN BARRANTES

A tireless promoter of his love for hard rock, author of books about Ae-
rosmith, Progressive Rock, A.O.R., Glam Rock... A radio broadcaster, musi-
cian and YouTuber via his A.O.R. World channel. 
--------------------------

Music was essential in the 80s… Correction: all culture was essential! 
Cultural was really important, but sadly all that’s been well and truly 
buried. Besides, rock, and in this case I mean hard rock, heavy music and 
the like, had become firmly established in our country. Sure there was a 
degree of stigmatisation and a lack of comprehension when you came across 
a heavy music fan; but heavy metal and hard rock never had so many spaces 
where they could express themselves as they did back in that decade. That 
was the real contradiction.

An image? The record shops back then. And I’m not just talking about the 
ones in the centre of Madrid; even in neighbourhoods that you’d hard-
ly think of as being “heavy” like the one I used to live in, you’d qui-
te easily come across a small shop selling cassettes and vinyls of Judas 
Priest, Ozzy, Metallica, AC/DC, Obús or Barón Rojo





EL RASTRO ILLUSTRATION: ROBERTA VÁZQUEZ

PACO MANJÓN

A consummate follower of hard rock and heavy metal to the bone, the direc-
tor, together with Leo Cebrián, of the documentary “Ellas Son Eléctricas” 
and creator of compilations such as “Condenados al Olvido” (together with 
Jesús ‘Gadir’) and “Ladies of Metal”. 
--------------------------

I come from a genuinely “jevi” neighbourhood, Vicálvaro. There you could 
breathe heavy metal in the street, in the amusement arcades, on the bas-
ketball courts, anywhere you went in fact. Apart from that, well, it’s the 
same old story…a neighbour had a friend whose older brother listened to 
that “music from hell” and he also had some other “thrasher” mates from 
Entrevías who came to the neighbourhood every Friday to do the round of 
local dives before ending up in Barrabás, the club with the worst repu-
tation you could ever imagine, outside of the heavy metal circuit, that 
is. I was barely a teenager and that became my ritual, much to my fami-
ly’s dismay. I couldn’t wait for the weekend to arrive to “get the metal 
out” and for my new and rather older friends to bring me “new doses” in 
the form of ‘k7’ that I’d devour all week long, it hardly mattered if they 
were classics like Rainbow, home-grown goons like Obús or grindcore bands 
like Napalm Death.

ALFONSA GARCÍA

An indomitable follower of heavy metal.
--------------------------

I’ve lots of memories, images that stay in my head like a collage of pho-
tos, my bedroom coming down with posters, for example.
The explosion of colours that filled the streets, the different urban tri-
bes, each with their very own gear, the impossible hairstyles, the guys 
with their hair combed back and held in place with hair-spray - I used to 
spray myself with sugary water because it lasted much longer but the flies 
would never leave me alone...ha!
The leggings, the boots with fringes, my denim jacket with that Iron Mai-
den “Killer” patch, the first T-shirt I bought had the W.AS.P. logo on it - 
I wore it so much it ended up all yellow and full of holes.
My stretchy snakeskin trousers and my first leather jacket which I still 
try to get into - with a bit of luck maybe one day I’ll be able to get 
into them again, you never know!... Ha! ... The divine treas-ure of you-
th...
The penny arcades - well, we used “5 duro” or 25 peseta coins - there was 
no age limit and they were always full of yobbos and tough guys, kids who 
hadn’t a clue what was going on, the local posh brigade, guys who tota-
lly ignored the slot machines, like me, all I did was play music on the 
jukebox. Once I played Europe so often that a group of kids told me they’d 
kick me out of the place if I put it on again... People were falling over 
themselves to put music on, everybody wanted to make sure everybody else 
knew what they liked.
A double deck cassette on my shoulder, always my inseparable companion, in 
the park, in the square or in the countryside.



LEONOR MARCHESI

A pioneer of hard rock sung by women in Spanish. She was a member of Púr-
pura in her native Argentina back in the early 80s. She moved to Spain to 
replace Azucena Martín-Dorado in a band called Santa. When they split up, 
she focused on her solo career and on a new band called Onlyrica and, more 
recently, on Alter Blu. 
--------------------------

Those were great days for rock. The sound was excellent and the atmosphere 
even better. The dressing rooms were always packed with friends, musicians 
and journalists who’d just pop in to say hi. There weren’t all that many 
women in the audience. The punks and the heavies all mixed together... It 
was really interesting and colourful.

One day a guy came onstage to give me a hug and the security guards gave 
him a push. I de-fended him and I ended up singing something with him.

Life at the Sala Canciller really rocked! Just being there was a party.

It was a glorious time. I had the chance to live it, to enjoy learning and 
getting to know more about a fascinating world brimming with so much crea-
tivity, spontaneity and musical authentici-ty.

MARIANO MUNIESA

An experienced journalist who specialises in heavy metal and a contribu-
tor to Heavy Rock/La Heavy and Kerrang! magazines. Author of books about 
important rock stars, and a radio broadcaster.
--------------------------

I can’t begin to tell you about my adolescence without mentioning that 
shabby, dilapidated and ancient cinema on Calle López de Hoyos, the “Co-
vacha”, between Calle Prosperidad and Calle Alfonso XIII, where I’d spend 
entire weekends watching movies over and over again... Movies like “Tom-
my” by the Who, “Gimmie Shelter” by the Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd’s “The 
Wall”, “The Song Remains The Same” by Led Zeppelin, “Heavy Metal”, “Let 
There Be Rock” by AC/DC, “God Save the Queen” by the Sex Pistols… and 
so-called “quinqui” movies like “Colegas”, “El Pico”, “Los Ultimos Golpes 
del Torete” or “Deprisa”, all that urban guff that shared scenarios, atti-
tude and aesthetics with the world of heavy metal neighbourhoods. I even 
saw a few gigs in the Covacha: in the spring of 1983, some kids who’d go 
on to win the Villa de Madrid Rock Trophy that same year, Cráneo, played 
there and I couldn’t believe how good they were.

ÓSCAR DÍAZ GARCÍA

A versatile follower of hard rock, media officer for professional golf 
tournaments and a well-known contestant on such programmes as ‘Saber y 
Ganar’ and ‘A3Boom’.
--------------------------



As you may well have heard your granny say, Madrid wasn’t exactly coming 
down with heavy music venues although it’s true to say that there were 
other rather less canonical dives where you could hear a somewhat wider 
spectrum of rock that would keep you happy enough. As far as bars where 
they would play good music is concerned, a classic plan was to take refuge 
in the basement dives of Argüelles (Lemmy, TNT…), the Bilbao neighbourhood 
(Diplodocus…) or, close to Alonso Martínez, a few joints on Calle Campoa-
mor (the Cherokee is a good example).

But, before all that, the meeting point (and quite often where we’d all 
end up too) was always your humble wooden bench in the middle of the squa-
re, always amidst a carpet of sunflower seeds, always used like this: The 
accepted and normal posture involved plonking your backside down on top of 
the bench and your feet on the seat, a classic image of those groups of 
friends/neighbourhood gangs. If there was a certain lack of readies, you’d 
normally spend the evening in the neighbourhood armed with a litre bottle 
of beer or two, sunflower seeds (or crisps whenever we were feeling extra-
vagant) and shared laughter.

JESÚS JIMÉNEZ

An irrepressible rocker, his life has always been linked to Madrid’s Ras-
tro flea market and selling records from his headquarters in the Discos 
Satélite shop. He also keeps his hand in as the guitarist and vocalist for 
a band called Aulladores.
--------------------------

In those years, El Rastro was where the end of one era converged with the 
birth of another. When I was still little more than a boy, I used to stro-
ll through the streets and squares that made up the Rastro amidst piles 
of second-hand eyeglass frames spread out on a sheet on the ground and 
stalls offering all kinds of records and merchandise just in from London. 
I remember Manolo the punk’s “super stall”, with a sound system that took 
your head off, Mario’s stall with his legendary case full of badges, Fran-
cis, who used to sell photos taken from the front row of any of the gigs 
there’d been in Madrid, the Iguana Records stall with recordings of those 
same concerts, the record and T-shirt stalls, and - vitally important for 
us youngsters - the stalls where they sold home-recorded tapes. These were 
the stalls where you could buy “pirate” recordings of the latest albums. 
Some of them did actually attempt to provide the best possible quality by 
not using Crescendo tapes, only TDK or Sony ones, and they also put a lot 
of effort into creating some wonderful covers, even hand-coloured ones. 
Those tapes allowed you to get your financially impoverished hands on an 
infinite number of recordings, from the latest Obús album to the first re-
cord by a then totally unknown group called Metallica.

PACO FERNÁNDEZ

Paco’s career got off the ground at the early age of 18 when he started 
working as a journalist for Heavy Rock, Kerrang, Rock Sound and Rock Star. 
He worked for Warner and Century Media. He has taken part in the creation 
of such projects as Holy Cuervo and Cuervo Store, and he has managed bands 
like Bala or Angelus Apatrida. He was a member of Carbonas and he current-
ly plays under the name of Doc Burner.



--------------------------

Back in the 80s, the sound of heavy music left its mark on me as something 
recognisable in its own right mainly thanks to Mariano García’s radio show 
‘Disco Cross’, and also to ‘Headbangers Ballroom’ on MTV.
It was a liberation for me, it was when I started to become who I really 
am; at last music had become something that was really my own, something I 
had discovered by myself and that I felt was a reflection of all I aspired 
to in my early teenage years. It was all so inspiring. And besides, the 
aesthetics, the videos, the sound... It all laid down a perfect bridge be-
tween the 80s movies I’d grown up with and that new cultural universe that 
was opening up before me.

PABLO DE LAS HERAS

Back in the 80s, Pablo shared a stall in Madrid’s Rastro flea market with 
Francis Tsang from which they supplied hundreds of kids with photographs 
of their favourite bands - something that was by no means easy to get hold 
of back then.
--------------------------

I could more or less choose any song from Barón Rojo’s first three albums, 
but if I have to choose one, I’d say ‘Los Rockeros Van al Infierno’ is my 
favourite. Apart from the marvellous music, that gong at the start that 
lets you know something really good is coming and the two slide guitars, 
it’s the lyrics and the message of this song that got to me. It placed 
rock in an emotional context; it wasn’t just some music or other that you 
liked, it created a bond and it identified you with something that was pre-
tty intangible I guess, but it can be defined quite simply and categorica-
lly: you had to choose between  them’ and ‘rock’. Its simplicity is beyond 
debate: ‘them’ (i.e. ‘everybody’) or else rock (i.e., ‘everything’). And 
what does that mean?... I haven’t the faintest idea, probably nothing at 
all, but in those days we fifteen-year old heavies were pretty sure about 
the difference. Those lyrics  united all of us who couldn’t resist the 
excitement of rock music, the gigs, the news about the bands. It brought 
together everybody for whom all it took was a mere glimpse of the corner 
of a record sleeve inside a bag some kid on the underground was carrying, 
or the T-shirt he was wearing, or a word or two, to know that we weren’t 
‘them’. I never questioned my choice, and I’m still at it. Rock is what 
it’s all about.

YOLANDA DÍEZ DE LA FUENTE

A grassroots fan and a fan of the Canciller.
It was my older brother’s fault I got involved in the Movida movement. He 
was really keen on Scorpions and Barón Rojo and when I heard Scorpions, 
that did it for me: I was hooked on heavy music.
--------------------------

It was really cool going out and about with my older brother and his 
friends because they were older than me and my tastes began to develop. I 
heard Maiden for the first time, I can’t stand them, Judas, Mötley, and I 
also began to listen to Guns and Roses and more and more bands.



Normally on a weekend I’d meet up with my girlfriends. On Fridays we’d get 
all dolled up and the first stop was the Calero park, in Quintana. We’d 
meet up with the lads there and we’d head off to a bar opposite the Canci-
ller, I’ve forgotten what it was called, but it’s still open today. Then 
we’d cross over to the Canciller. I preferred to hang around at the back 
to see what the evening had in store. We had to leave early because most 
of us were under age and we had to be home at a certain time. On Saturdays 
I’d head out with my brother which meant I could stay out late at night 
without having to rush home. I really wanted to go to concerts but my bro-
ther wouldn’t take me and my parents wouldn’t let me go on my own.

ISRAEL ROSILLO

A DJ at Barrabas, Excalibur, La Mazmorra, a member of Sangre de Barrio, a 
radio programme and a compulsive music buyer.
--------------------------

My getting into heavy music was a logical evolution. In my house you’d 
hear the likes of The Who, Alan Parson’s Project, the Beatles, Rolling 
Stones, Troggs, Kinks and many more quality bands from the 60s. I was luc-
ky, I didn’t have to grow up amid awful party music or ‘coplas’, or what 
would have been even worse, rumbas on those cassettes people used to buy 
in petrol stations…

On my visits to my cousin’s house, in what would later become my own nei-
ghbourhood, Vicálvaro, we used to play records by Barón Rojo, Obús, Ñu and 
a few things from overseas, pretty basic stuff, Scorpion, Maiden and not 
all that much else. That’s when I got the bug. The point of no return was 
when I met a friend at school who had an older brother and when he went 
to work, we’d take over his stereo and his record collection... That was 
something else! Whitesnake, W.A.S.P., Victory, Bon Jovi, Tarzen and Venom 
- I have to admit that the first time we played them, we were both a bit 
apprehensive, more afraid perhaps than ashamed of the photos and the sta-
tements on the back cover of ‘Welcome to Hell’.

SARA DE FRUTOS FERNÁNDEZ

She turned her passion for heavy metal into a business with her clothing 
and accessories shop Telón De Acero in the Pueblo Nuevo neighbourhood.
--------------------------

I began in this world when I was just 10.

I first discovered Bon Jovi and then my ears were graced by all those other 
groups that have left their mark on me over the years.

Before I actually listened to anything though, I’d already been taken by 
the looks of the heavies I saw outside the San Blas metro station (which 
is where I’ve always lived). I’d see them with their litre bottles of beer 
waiting to head off to a gig in the Canciller II or the Argenta.

We were a pretty motley bunch in our neighbourhood, albeit mostly heavies 
or punks. Then the circle began to widen, we urban tribes always tended to 





CINE SLASHER ILLUSTRATION: BERTO FOJO

group together in gangs as nobody understood us, we were the “weirdos” in 
other everyday environments.

The first gig I ever went to was Bon Jovi when I was 11.  Luckily in those 
days you didn’t have to be over 16 to go to a concert.
In 2006 I opened Telón de Acero, after having had a few jobs, I didn’t 
like that didn’t do anything for me. I took a risk and opened this busi-
ness for a really select clientele, Madrid’s Heavy Metal fans!

LOLA FERRO

Lola was a singer in the band Edhen in the 80s. After that adventure, she 
sang in other bands such as Exclava or Posesión.
--------------------------

We used to go to the big macro-concerts with our mates to see Judas 
Priest, Iron Maiden, AC/DC and so on. The PCE parties always had heavy mu-
sic concerts and in fact wherever there was heavy music that’s where you’d 
find us.

We wore those gorgeous shiny tights and miniskirts that we had to hunt for 
in sports shops, in the Rastro flea market or in special shops. All tho-
se chains and pendants that were so hard to find and those hairstyles with 
those elaborate backcombs with kilos of hairspray... I remember how people 
would look at us as if we were going to mug them: some people would even 
cross over to the other side of the road.

By the time it was time to leave my 48 square metre flat in San Blas, it 
looked like a hairdresser’s, because not only did my brothers and sisters 
have to get all geared up - there were 4 of us -, but my girlfriends and 
my sister’s girlfriends would also come over and we’d put our warpaint on 
in the bathroom, in the living room, in the dining room, wherever. We had 
a great time, then we would head off to a club: Argentina first of all, 
then Argenta, in our neighbourhood of San Blas. That’s where we would let 
out hair down, dancing the night away, listening to our favourite bands 
with our mates, drinking, smoking, playing table football, pinball and the 
first video games, always meeting new people; it was a really happy time 
for me.

EVA BENITO
Journalist, drummer and currently an artist agent at Morgana Music Events
--------------------------

I’ll never forget the first time a guy in my neighbourhood (Pinto) turned 
up with a pair of stretch blue jeans. In those days jeans  were stiff and 
really not that comfortable. That day we all tugged on the stretchy legs 
of his jeans, we couldn’t believe how soft the fabric was. We had discove-
red a way to be just like the heroes on the covers of all those records, 
with tight clothes and leather jackets. Of course, you had to go into Ma-
drid to buy all those clothes. None of our local shops sold anything like 
that so just as lots of people would travel from places on the outskirts 
of Madrid to shop at El Corte Inglés, we heavies had specialised shops 
where we could buy those clothes that really made us stand out from the 
crowd.





MUSIC SHOWS ON TV ILLUSTRATION: NÚRIA JUST

When I was 15, they invited me to take part in a municipal radio program-
me. The director of the radio station was so taken with my contribution 
and my musical input that he offered me a radio show right then and there. 
That was the start of a whirlwind of press conferences, interviews with 
influential rock music celebrities such as Iron Maiden, Metallica, WASP, 
Guns ‘n Roses and many, many more, not to mention the endless demos I’d 
receive from all the new bands that were forming at the time. Telepho-
ne interviews were few and far between, although they did happen, but 
what normally happened was that the group would travel to the capital to 
present an album say and they’d normally stay in a luxury hotel in Madrid 
where they’d hold press conferences or personal interviews.

BEBES DE ANDRÉS
Author of the collection of poems “Versos al Aire Mis Versos para Ti”, 
a resident of the La Concepción neighbourhood and a regular at the Sala 
Canciller.
--------------------------

A friend asked me to tell them a tale about that magical time, when heavy 
music filled the air with sounds that all of us lovers of good metal music 
found totally melodic.

The eighties arrived. Our rock and heavy music venues were crammed with 
regulars and heavy music bands were popping up all over the place in the 
neighbourhoods. Vallecas and the Excalibur, La Elipa, the Barrio de la 
Concepción neighbourhood and the “Canci”, San Blas and the “Argenta”. We 
heavies were there! Black leather jackets with studs -with lots of studs-, 
skinny jeans, basketball trainers and long hair blowing in the wind. If 
that wasn’t you, you weren’t a heavy. All of us heavies were handsome and 
nobody was more scary than we heavies were, because you couldn’t be good 
if you were wearing so much black. The best human beings I’ve ever met 
are heavies, and although I had a few differences of opinion with some of 
them, they were still good people because they were heavy metalheads.
Evenings at the “Canci” were spent among a veritable swarm of long-haired 
guys, all of them hot. There weren’t any ugly guys, not even one; if it 
wasn’t the hair, it was the jacket... And if that wasn’t it, the smile. 

Then we’d hit the dancefloor. Up in front of us was a screen, an enormous 
cinema screen with a video of the most gorgeous blond on the heavy metal 
scene: Doro Pesch and her ‘All We Are’. That was when all that long hair 
would start swaying to the beat of Doro, she was just great. I still can’t 
believe we didn’t leave part of our necks on the screen after a night’s 
dancing in the Canciller, which is where all the heavies from Madrid and 
the suburbs used to congregate. Even heavy bands from overseas would play 
at the Canciller.

LEO CEBRIÁN
Music journalist and co-director of the “Ellas son Eléctricas” documentary
--------------------------

Some of us keep stretching our chewing gum as long as we can, unashamedly 
prolonging that sweet dream of adolescence in a living and permanent me-
mory. We heavies from Madrid were always there, we’re still here now, and 
we’re not going anywhere.



Opposite page taken from Thrashock fanzine

VIKKI, from the Cathouse Rock Bar (Vallecas)
--------------------------

The smell of the dry ice machine in the clubs (there was no end of 
smoke…), those “suck my toe” boots tucked inside the leggings (before the 
90s came and the fashion changed to wearing them “on the outside”), end-
less afternoons with a boombox, sunflower seeds and litres of beer in the 
parks, the San Isidro festivities.

DAMA GUISADO CARO
Contributor to Rock and for Rock 
--------------------------

I remember my evenings with my granny, Ángeles. Even though she was an old 
woman, she adored rock music. She was a real rocker and a friend of Barón 
Rojo, Obús, Sobredosis and Pánzer. She was very proud of a leather jacket 
that one of the groups bought her.

FRANCIS TSANG 
A professional photographer since 1983, he began his career selling the 
photos he took at heavy music gigs in a stall in Madrid’s Rastro flea mar-
ket in the Cascorro area between ’84 and ’89.

In those days he also uses to write and take photos for Popular 1 magazi-
ne. He then worked for Rock de Lux, El Gran Musical, El Pais de las Tenta-
ciones...

He directed and presented the programme “La Ciudad Fantasma” on the pirate 
radio station Onda Verde (1987-’88)
He worked as a shop assistant in the Discoplay record store in a basement 
on Gran Vía (avenue).







PARK BENCH ILLUSTRATION: GENIE ESPINOSA

THE PARK.
A meeting place, frequently chosen as a rendezvous point, somewhere to 
hang out and down a few jars before heading off to a club. Each group of 
friends used to have its own favourite bench where they could meet up and 
plonk their backsides down on top of the bench and their feet on the seat.

THE RASTRO (flea market)
On Sundays in the eighties it was almost obligatory to set off with your 
mates in search of tapes, T-shirts or photos of your favourite bands in 
the myriad stalls of Madrid’s flea market, the Rastro.

OLD ENOUGH TO GET INTO A CLUB?
Getting into a club before you were old enough to be allowed in was pretty 
common in those days. That’s why kids back then were able to enjoy a stack 
of concerts, bars and clubs where they could listen to music and hang out 
with people who also shared their love of heavy metal.

WALKMAN, DOUBLE TAPE DECKS, MINI-STEREO SYSTEMS
Must-haves, especially when hardly anybody could afford a decent stereo 
system. Double tape decks, even the crappiest ones, allowed us to share a 
lot of music in an age when there were no digital files to copy. Fair enou-
gh, the quality was pretty poor but nobody really cared all that much.

BILLIARD HALLS
Gathering places where people drank, smoked and played games, mainly table 
football. These were places where the paths of different urban tribes mi-
ght well cross, tribes that got on well enough with each other - or maybe 
not -. By and large they were considered neutral zones.

AMUSEMENT ARCADES
Dark rooms coming down with dozens of Space Invader machines (fair enough, 
lots of them weren’t Space Invaders as such, but that was the generic term 
we used for all of them) where you could drop your pennies into the slot 
machines and spend hours with your friends.

AIR GUITAR
Back then nobody used that term to describe playing an imaginary guitar, 
but there’s no doubt it was one of our favourite activities, whether at 
home listening to our favourite album or in a club in front of a big video 
screen (the Sala Canciller comes to mind) where they’d play video clips. 
The climax for all those air guitarists would come when they’d turn on the 
dry ice machine and a damp mist would start to creep up their legs until 
they’d all end up half-hidden, banging away on the guitar as they slowly 
vanished into thin air. Some folk added a touch of class by pretending to 
play a bass guitar or even the drums.
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COVADONGA FILM STUDIO “EL COVACHA”
Walking down from the Plaza de Prosperidad along Calle López de Hoyos, 
you’d come to the Covadonga cinema, known to one and all as “El Covacha”. 
This is where you could go to see music films like Pink Floyd’s The Wall 
or lots of so-called “quinqui” movies. In those days you could drink and 
smoke to your heart’s content and nobody would complain about it. “El Co-
vacha” also put on a few rock concerts.

SLASHER MOVIES
The eighties would never have been the same without slasher movies, a ve-
ritable declaration of principles in the face of the conservative Reagan 
Era (1980/1988).

Sometimes these low-budget horror movies were accompanied by heavy metal 
aesthetics and music. Trick or Treat for example, (1986) which featured 
Ozzy Osbourne and Gene Simmons (KISS), or Rock’n’Roll Nightmare (1987) 
starring the heavy metal star Jon Mikl Thor, or Monster Dog (1984) with no 
less than Alice Cooper and Victoria Vera.

Some of them enjoyed considerably more success; the Nightmare on Elm 
Street saga featured bands such as Dokken on the Dream Warriors sound-
track, its third instalment (1987).



SALA CANCILLER ILLUSTRATION: FELIPE ALMENDROS



CASSETTE TAPES ILLUSTRATION: BEA FITENI

THE BEDROOM
Being a metalhead meant that your bedroom simply had to boast as many 
posters and cut-out magazine pictures of your idols as you could get your 
hands on. Back then, no self-respecting music mag would be complete if 
they didn’t have one or two posters (if they were double-sided) inside. 
Your bedroom was a temple, a refuge and an extension of your love for hea-
vy metal. You could never have too many photos, even though it wasn’t all 
that easy to get hold of them.

CASSETTE TAPES
Getting vinyl albums was the main goal, but the truth is that they were 
far too expensive for most people. More often than not we’d end up buying 
original tapes because they were cheaper. Or pirated copies... There was 
a widespread market for pirated music and magazines like Heavy Rock would 
be full of ads. You could order tapes by post and they’d arrive with the 
covers photocopied and cut out to fit the size of the tape. You could also 
buy them in a good few stalls in the Rastro. It was almost the only way 
that you could build up a record collection without having to rob a bank.

TVE
Although there weren’t any programmes dedicated to heavy metal as such - 
nearly everything was geared to commercial pop hits - shows like Aplauso 
or Tocata did occasionally have heavies as guest artists - many of whom 
are more remembered nowadays than the endless pop artists who were never 
off the screen. The bands you would see more often were the likes of Iron 
Maiden or Sain’s very own Barón Rojo. You could go to the shows as members 
of the audience and that way you could get much closer to those bands than 
at any macro-concert. 

At home, young people would be sitting glued to the TV waiting for a heavy 
metal band to appear on one of those shows or at least a video clip so 
they could hit the “record”button on the VHS to add it to their tape of 
precious visual documents.

THE GET-UP
Nothing identifies the 80s more than the clothes. Kids wore what they were 
or were what they wore.

Stretchy skinny trousers, band T-shirts, if you had any, or the logo of 
some brand or other of cigs or a zebra print. The more daring would don a 
pair of striped leggings like the ones Iron Maiden wore. Girls could add 
leather miniskirts to their repertoire, or big hoop earrings, leopard-skin 
patterned clothes and, generally speaking, quite a bit more colour than 
the boys and more flashy backcombing styles. Suede boots with fringes were 
all the rage and the more glamourous guys would wear them too, everything 
was very much on an equal footing.

By the end of the 80s, denim jackets tended to have quite a few patches, 
the biggest of which was the one on the back. Before then people would 
only wear one big one or a small one because they weren’t all that easy to 





get hold of. Leather jackets were objects of desire. Anyone who got their 
hands on one automatically became the coolest kid in the neighbourhood. 
The get-up was rounded off with the inevitable long hair, wristbands - 
long or short - and Happy Luck or J-Hayber trainers or cheap brands that 
looked like Adidas. Those who were into glam metal could backcomb their 
hair and bedeck themselves with headscarves and necklaces.

EL CANCILLER
The Sala Canciller club, often confused with the Canciller cinemas fur-
ther down the same street, was located in Calle Alcalde López Casero, 
next to the El Carmen metro station. Known to one and all as “El Canci”, 
it had two levels and a dance floor in the centre with a huge video screen 
at one end. It became the temple of heavy music in Madrid, thanks to its 
concerts, parties and all those nights when it was absolutely packed. New 
friendships and couples were made there, mates from different neighbour-
hoods got together, new video clips were screened and people brandished 
imaginary guitars as they bopped the night away. It was one of the heavy 
community’s most beloved places and one of the most remembered.

DISCOPLAY
The Discoplay record shop was located in the Los Sótanos gallery on Gran 
Vía (avenue). It was a great shop, famous for its BID newsletter that fans 
would devour and from which they’d cut out countless pictures. If you 
were looking for a specific album, whether on vinyl or cassette, Discoplay 
was where you went. They also sold jerseys, T-shirts or posters of your 
favourite bands. An oasis with a penchant for heavy music in the heart of 
Madrid.

EL BARRIO: NEIGHBOURHOODS
Heavy music culture was born in the neighbourhoods, especially the ones on 
what were then the outskirts of Madrid. Vallecas, Carabanchel, Canillejas, 
Canillas, Hortaleza, Usera, Moratalaz, Vicálvaro, San Blas, Las Musas, La 
Concepción... It was highly unlikely that you wouldn’t know a metalhead 
from one or other of these places. 

The neighbourhood was part of your identity. If you were really lucky, 
you might even live in one that had a rock bar, but no matter, even if it 
didn’t the neighbourhood, its parks, its bodegas, shaped your day to day 
life.

EL BARRIO (THE HOOD) ILLUSTRATION: CRISTINA SPANÒ





OLD ENOUGH TO GET INTO A CLUB? ILLUSTRATION: LORENZO MONTATORE



COVADONGA CINEMA ILLUSTRATION: CURRO SUÁREZ



THE BEDROOM ILLUSTRATION: CINTA ARRIBAS



BILLIARD HALLS ILLUSTRATION: JOAQUÍN SECALL



DOUBLE TAPE DECKS ILLUSTRATION: ALEXIS NOLLA



THE GET-UP ILLUSTRATION: RATA SATÁN



AIR GUITAR ILLUSTRATION: RUT PEDREÑO



AMUSEMENT ARCADES ILLUSTRATION: CARMEN CASADO



DISCOPLAY ILLUSTRATION: LUIS PÉREZ CALVO
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